HAKUNA MATATA AMAZON LODGE
Hakuna Matata means “no worries” and this is exactly what the lodge offers you as a guest! You can enjoy the exotic
Amazon rainforest in a relaxed, carefree atmosphere. Our comfortable eco cabins offer a friendly and homely environment.
The combination of a rustic design, careful adaptation and respect for the environment implemented with world class
standards, have given way to the perfect atmosphere to enjoy the jungle in high end comfort. If you look for exciting
adventures or just want to relax on a hammock in our extended tropical garden, Hakuna Matata is the perfect backdrop for
an Amazon jungle experience.
LOCATION
In the heart of Ecuador at just 3 ½ hours from Quito, our
lodge is close yet off the beaten path, far away from
mainstream tourist routes, you will find a small hidden
paradise in the Ecuador Amazon basin. The ideal location,
between 600 mts (1968 ft.) and 850 mts (2788 ft.) above
sea level, a moderate temperature and a micro-bioma made
up of heliconia’s and bromelia’s plants create the perfect
mosquito free setting for a relaxed stay.

ACCOMMODATION
Each room has a small balcony, modern bathrooms
with organic amenities and hot water, orthopedic
mattresses and high-quality gel pillows. All these
features are tastefully combined to create the ideal
resting spot for a great sleep. Our 16 rooms blend in
perfectly without intruding into our tropical gardens;
they are distributed into 4 different categories:
➢

➢

➢

➢

SERVICES & FACILITIES
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Complete breakfast
Gourmet three course dinner menu
Purified drinking water in rooms
Amazing 27 x 22 m (88 x 72 ft) palm tree
shaped swimming pool
Crystal clear waters river
120 hectares (300 acres) of tropical rainforest
with hiking trails
Horseback riding
Rafting
Amazon day tours

Hakuna Cabins: our most rustic design makes
➢
our small wooden bungalows the most
➢
authentic part of the lodge. These simple yet
➢
cozy rooms cater to our more adventurous
guests who search for a more pure Amazonian
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
design. We have 5 twin or double cabins and
a family cabin (4-person capacity).
➢ Wifi in restaurant area
Hakuna Lodge: the main house, built from
➢ Both 110 v and 220 v power outlets
wood, is made up of 3 double / twin rooms and
➢ Safebox at reception
a family room (4-person capacity). The
➢ Free parking
location at the hilltop makes it a great place to
enjoy views of the surrounding forest. A
favorite area is the common hammock terrace
and outdoor lounge.
Hakuna Supreme: this area caters to guests
who search for that extra level of comfort. We
have 5 supreme double rooms, one of them for
families (4-person capacity).
Hakuna Suite: our largest and newest room,
specially designed for our VIP guests, it is
separate from other areas for some extra
privacy and an almost direct access to the
pool. It has panoramic windows with amazing
views of our garden, the rainforest in the
background and a private outdoors terrace
lounge.
Phone number: (+593-2) 2 506 816 / (+593-6) 2 889 617
www.hakuanamatata-ecuador.com

